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Managing an employee with a health crisis is not easy. You're balancing your need for the team to be productive and caring with your desire
to not come off as a non-caring a*^hole.

3 Questions Your Employee, Who Is Dealing with a Health Crisis, Wants You To Ask.
There are preferred methods to cope. Source: Pixabay License Free ... not what you may label a petty annoyance, nor is a real crisis. A life
crisis, a bad attitude, or a violation of principle ...

Psychology Today
Despite measures being put in place and vaccines promising a return to ‘normal’, more and more people are complaining of suffering with
‘pandemic burnout’. As people start moving away from the ...

Pandemic Fatigue: Dealing with the Impact and Burnout
“When something major happens in our life — including a loss ... say living through this global health crisis may have boosted our capacity to
cope... The number of youth suffering from ...

How to Cope With Loss: Tips for Healthy Grieving
Just a glance at this week’s headlines feels daunting, with Covid cases rising and experts warning more action is needed to avoid another
‘winter crisis’. Worried how you might cope this ...

How to cope with anxiety over another ‘winter crisis’
Record View asks how many more people need to lose their lives before the Scottish Government and ambulance bosses listen to those on
the front line?

Ambulance crisis must be dealt with now before more families are left heartbroken
Death threats online against Smartmatic executives had been issued by the dozen after supporters of Donald Trump took to the airwaves to
claim the company’s technology had been used to fiddle the ...

Smartmatic chief on navigating a culture war crisis with ‘no playbook’
Depression is a real illness and can wreak havoc on your life, job, relationships ... and local or national crises can leave us feeling blue. This
sadness is a normal part of the human experience.

Resources for dealing with depression
A therapist who has helped thousands of students overcome mental health crises is offering a 'map' to help them emerge from an ‘avalanche
of stress' predicted as Christmas approaches. For many ...

Therapist offers 'map' to help students cope with 'avalanche of stress' this Christmas
There are times in our life when we just raise our arms in exasperation and simply cannot take any more of a critical situation. We recognize
that a limit has been passed, that tolerance and ...
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Facing a national crisis
From finding a good therapist to offering reassurance when needed, here's how experts say parents can help kids cope with separation
anxiety.

Separation anxiety is 'actually sign of a positive attachment,' experts say. Here's how parents can help kids cope with their feelings
"I didn't work out to fit a certain group or to fit certain clothes. I just worked out because it really saved my life and my mental health," Woods
tells Yahoo Life.

Jordyn Woods says fitness 'saved my life': 'I didn't work out to look a certain way'
Those who live in climate vulnerable areas are often posed a common question: Why not move? This article will not answer the above
question. There are a number of reasons as to why a group of people ...

Locally-led adaptation is a key strategy in dealing with the climate crisis
Brands and marketers have a vital role to play in helping agencies through the current talent crisis. Paul Stringer, consultant at ID Comms,
highlights three ways they can make a difference.

Why brands can’t be silent on the talent crisis facing agencies
The United States is at a turning point in deciding how to handle the crisis in military-ruled Myanmar ... owned enterprises — including those
dealing in lucrative timber and gems — that ...

Official: US at turning point in dealing with Myanmar crisis
The West of England has not escaped the crisis, with reports of the ongoing driver shortage ... feel I should explain the limitations Firstbus
have in adjusting services to cope with the driver ...

Letter: Bus companies face serious 'limitations' when dealing with driver shortage
AMHERST, N.Y. (WIVB) — Local restaurants are dealing with supply shortages, rising costs, and a staffing crisis all at once ... accident
literally saved her life. BUFFALO, N.Y. (WIVB ...
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